INNOVATORS
IMAGINARIUM

CREATIVE TOOL KIT

WELCOME TO THE

INNOVATORS
IMAGINARIUM
In December 2019 Emergency Exit Arts in partnership with Output Arts created the
Innovators Imaginarium which was part of the Blackfriars Story Programme. The project
culminated in a spectacular illuminated parade which processed around the Blackfriars
mile and involved hundreds of local children and their families. This project explored
the inventors and innovators who came from Southwark and who made a significant
contribution to the world in the field of science, technology and engineering. Key
inspirations which themed our work and process were Charles Babbage, Ada Lovelace,
Octavia Hill, Michael Faraday and David Kirkaldy.
The Innovators Imaginarium took inspiration from these ground breaking people and
we began to create a methodology where science and the arts would work in tandem to
allow a creative hands on exploration of STEM subjects, with the desire of making STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths). Our outreach programme saw each
school given an innovator as inspiration and they then worked with an industry expert and
artist to research and create their own invention. This invention would be a perambulatory
machine based on the innovator/inventor’s work. These inventions were then part of an
illuminated parade which was led by EEA’s Bin Bot and culminated in an inventor’s fayre in
Mint Street Park.
Support from Edge Foundation has enabled us to encapsulate our process and create the
following resource for KS1 & KS2 primary schools teacher. The aim of this resource is…
•

To put the “A” in STEM to promote STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Arts and Maths)

•

Provide teachers with a tool kit of exciting and accessible ideas for them lead
in their classrooms.

•

Use the arts to provide an enquiry-based approach to learning.

•

Bite-sized activities which align to the curriculum.

•

Provide cross art form ideas.

We hope you the Creative Tool Kit will help to catalyse your practice further and provide
you with a foundation which can be built upon with further

Ross Bolwell-Williams
Creative Producer
Emergency Exit Arts
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INVENTIONS
Ronald Walter
Testing Machine
Artist: Gordon Allum
Inspiration: David Kirkaldy
Concept: Year 5 from St Georges

Rainbow Bridge
Artist: Jessica Rost
Inspiration: Michael Faraday
Concept: Year at Charlotte Sharman
Primary School

To see the
inventions in
action please
scan the QR Code

Computer Brain
Artist: Emma Corck
Inspiration:
Charles Babbage & Ada Lovelace
Concept: Year 5 at Charlotte Sharman
Primary School

Space Transformer
Artist: Emily Tracy
Inspiration: Octavia Hill
Concept: Year 3 at St Georges
Primary School
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ACTIVITIES

Break the Bridge
Suspension Bridge

Beam Bridge

Railway Bridge

Curriculum areas:
Art and Design, Design and Technology,
Science.

Aim of activity:
To design a bridge and work out how that
bridge might fail. This will encourage
students to think about what components
go into a constructing a bridge and how
they can be tested.

Guide:
The class is introduced to different types of
bridges by a presentation. This introduction
should include information on the benefits
of different bridge designs. In groups or
individually, the students design their own
bridge. They have to consider what their
bridge crosses (e.g. a river), what it’s made
out of, how it is supported, what is going
to go over the bridge (e.g. pedestrians,
trains, cars) etc. The students will be given
large paper sheets on which to make their
designs. They should be encouraged to
annotate their designs to highlight different
features and to add explanations as to
why materials have been chosen and why
different structural features have been

added. The class is then asked to think
about how their bridge might fall down and
what aspect of their design might fail (e.g.
weight of vehicles, weak cables, loose bolts
etc.). They should draw the elements that
might fail and the effect on the bridge on a
separate piece of paper. On considering how
their bridge might fail, what would David
Kirkaldy test in order to make sure that their
bridge stays standing and how?

Extension:
One of the most spectacular bridge
collapses is the Tacoma Narrows bridge
collapse in 1940. The class can be shown a
video of the collapse (available on YouTube)
where the bridge begins to oscillate wildly.
This effect is due to an something called
resonance and resulted just from the wind
vibrating at the right frequency to drive
the bridge. Other causes of this effect are
the vibrations caused by large numbers of
pedestrians or vehicles. How would you test
your bridge against this effect and which
components would you test?

Resources:
•
•

A2/A3 paper
Assortment of drawing materials
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ACTIVITIES

The Crane Game

Spool

Board with Pins

Handle

Weight
Cardboard Cogs

Curriculum areas:

Extension:

Art and Design, Design and Technology,
Mathematics, Science.

The activity can be made competitive by
seeing which group can make the spool wind
the fastest. This can be done by inserting a
single small gear or multiple smaller gears.
The demonstrates the concept of gear
ratios; a low gear ratio means the driven
cog is smaller than the driver cog and vice
versa. The effect of a low gear ratio allows
a cyclist to pedal just a few times yet get
multiple rotations. For a crane, however, you
actually want to use a high gear ratio. This
reduces the speed of the driven gear but
increases it acceleration This effect means
that the driver gear has to be turned many
more times but that the operator with feel
virtually none of the weight of the object
being lifted (give it a go!).

Aim of activity:
To demonstrate the idea of using gears
to move a weight. Gears can be used to
change the direction of rotation, the speed
of rotation and the force needed to drive the
mechanism.

Guide:
The instructor provides a board with a
cardboard gear with a handle and a wound
spool with hanging weight attached. The
class is asked (in groups) to make gears to
join the gear with the handle to the spool so
that the weight can be wound and unwound.
This will involve making a gear out of
cardboard to fix to the spool and cardboard
gears to go in-between. Students will have
to measure the size of gear to make and
the tooth-spacing. They will also need to
decide how many gears to make and how
that will affect the direction of rotation.
While experimenting, students will find that
attaching smaller gears will make the spool
wind more quickly; conversely larger gears
will result in the spool winding more slowly.

Resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large board
Split pins
Thick/firm cardboard
Spool
String/twine
Lab weight/s
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ACTIVITIES

Dazzle Patterns

Curriculum area:
Art and Design

Aim of activity:
To design a type of camouflage.

Guide:
Explain that scientists are researching
the manufacture of metamaterials that
bend light around objects, so they become
invisible to the eye. Metamaterials are
materials not found in nature but could help
to protect us in the future. By bending waves
around towns and cities it could prevent
earthquakes or tsunami waves for example.
Ask the student to discuss the benefits of
wearing an invisibility cloak.
Explain how dazzle art or dazzle camouflage
was used in World War 1. It consisted of boats
and ships painted with complex shapes
and contrasting colours to disorientate the
enemy. It was meant to confuse rather than
conceal. Show examples found online and
artists from Op Art (short for Optical) art like
Brigit Riley for example. Op art is abstract

art and uses vibrating patterns or warping
to hide or distort images.
Explain that Cubism led by Pablo Picasso
and Georges Braque was an approach to
representing reality differently by painting
objects or figures in the same picture but
from different viewpoints. The effect would
appear fragmented and abstracted, creating
the illusion of movement.
Set up a still life in the classroom. Ask
the students to draw the still life as a
line drawing and then to change places
and draw over the top of their drawing
to achieve some repetition. Give timings
so the drawings are quick. Colour in your
drawing using repeated patterns and add
yourself in the image so you are distorted
and camouflaged from view.

Resources:
•
•
•

Paper
Pencils
Variety of objects
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ACTIVITIES

Stressed-Out
Spectrums
Polariser
CD Case

Ruler

Curriculum areas:

Art and Design, Design and Technology,
Science.

Aim of activity:

To learn about how stresses and
weaknesses form in materials and how they
are distributed.

Guide:

The class is provided with an assortment of
clear plastic objects (preferably of varying
and interesting shapes, e.g. a CD case, clear
plastic cutlery). In groups or individually, the
students are provided with a polariser and
can choose a selection of the plastic objects
provided. By holding their objects up to the
light of a computer screen and viewing
them through the polariser, the students will
see intricate spectra on the surface of the
plastic (alternatively, the students can view
the objects with a polariser on either side,
i.e. the incoming light has to be polarised).
A polariser filters out some scattered light,
which allows us to see these patterns. The
students should then draw or paint these
patterns in colour, making note of where
the patterns are focussed and how they are
distributed. The class should be encouraged

to create several images from a range of
different looking objects.

Extension:

Once the class has produced a range of
images, they should think about the structure
of the patterns they see and the areas in
objects where they appear. Students will
observe that these patterns cluster around
corners, edges, holes or cracks in the objects.
This occurs due to the stresses in the objects
changing their optical properties, causing
us to see a spectrum of light following the
lines of stress. Regions with dense patterns
are regions under most stress in the objects
and most likely to break under pressure. If
you apply a slight pressure to objects, can
you see the stress patterns change? We are
able to see this effect with clear plastic, but
the principles are the same in any material.
Knowing this, how would you advise
engineers when designing a structure?

Resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear plastic objects
Polarising lenses
A2/A3 paper
Drawing materials
Coloured pens and paints
Access to computer screens
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ACTIVITIES

Make it Float!

Curriculum areas:

Extension:

Science, Design and Technology

Ask the class: If you were to make this
again, how could it be improved, what other
features could you add?

Aim of Activity:
Invent and make a raft that floats.

Guide:
Dividing your class into teams, students are
given a time limit to make a raft that must
float in water. Students should measure and
weigh their raft and make predictions of how
long their raft will float before it sinks. You
can give a maximum size and a weight limit.
Once the time is up, each team must bring
their raft to the teacher who oversees the
bucket of water and then each team takes it
in turns to float their raft. The winning team
is the team’s raft that can hold the most
Lego characters and can float the longest.
Once all teams have completed the task,
they should be asked to identify similarities
between the teams and provide suggestions
for improvements.

Resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lego characters
Large tub or plastic bucket
Water
Lollypop sticks,
Masking tape
Straws
Plastic
Foil
Scales
Rulers
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ACTIVITIES

Design Your Own
Testing Machine
Cards

Reverse

Curriculum areas:
Art and Design, Design and Technology,
Science.

Aim of activity:
To design a testing machine to test the
properties of a material or object.

Introduction:
David Kirkaldy designed the first Universal
Testing Machine in the 19th century in order
to test the properties of materials used in
construction. All materials and structures
have to be tested to ensure that they can
fulfil their function. In this activity, the class
will design their own testing machines.

Guide:
The instructor should prepare a set of cards
for the students prior to the class with the
name and picture of an object or building
material on the front and a list of its uses
and properties on the reverse. One card is
given to each group in the class. Each group
should then be encouraged to discuss how
their object might be used and how it might
need to be tested (e.g. a cable might be

used on a suspension bridge and might be
subject to holding loads or twisting). The
students will then decide on the type of
test they want to conduct (e.g. a bending
test, tension testing, compression test
etc.). Once the test has been decided, the
groups should each design and draw their
machine, demonstrating how the object
will be tested and movement of mechanical
parts. The students should think about how
their machines will be powered and how the
results of the test will be measured.

Extension:
David Kirkaldy created the first Universal
Testing Machine, which was able to carry
out multiple types of test (e.g. his Machine
could perform pulling, bulging, torsion,
bending, punching, shearing and more).
Can the students turn their machines into
Universal Testing Machines by designing
them to test more than one property of a
test specimen?

Resources:
•
•
•

Pre-made cards
A2/A3 paper
Drawing materials
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ACTIVITIES

Water Works
1 litre water
a.

b.

e.

d.

Curriculum areas:

Art and Design, Design and Technology,
Science.

Aim of activity:

To experiment with creating mechanical
motion using water. Students should be
encouraged to explore concepts such as
pressure, force and energy.

Guide:

Students are divided into groups and each
given a litre beaker filled with water on their
desk. The class are shown how Kirkaldy’s
Universal Testing Machine was powered
by pumping water into a cylinder, driving
a piston. The concept of using water to
power water wheels (which make use of the
movement of rivers) can also be discussed
as well as the use of steam power by boiling
water. Some tools can be provided in the
classroom to aid investigation (e.g. tops
that can be pushed into the beaker, beakers
with holes, tubes). The students should
then draw their ideas and designs, showing
how any moving parts will operated and
annotating the components. The students
should think about what it is they want to
operate and then how they would get the
water to power that system. They need not
be limited to the materials in the classroom
with their designs.

c.

Extension:

There are many ways that water is
utilised to operate modern-day systems.
A demonstration of this is to show how
household taps are supplied with water.
This can be demonstrated with a large
container with three holes; one near the rim,
one in the middle and one at the bottom.
These holes should then be plugged while
the container is filled with water. When the
holes are unplugged, the water will flow
out of the bottom hole with a much greater
speed than at the top. This is due to the
pressure on the water at the bottom of the
tank supplied by the weight of the water on
top. If the tank is continually filled, you have
a constant supply of pressurised water. A
further experiment involves explaining the
basic principle of a water pump. All that
is required is to place a smaller propeller,
which can be turned by hand, into the water.
The movement of the propeller forces
water to the edges of the beaker, creating
pressure. The water can then be expelled at
high speed through a hole.

Resources:
•
•
•
•

Beakers
Tools for investigation (see text)
A2/A3 paper
Drawing tools
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ACTIVITIES

Egg Tower

Curriculum area:
Design Technology

Aim of activity:
Design and build the tallest structure to
house and protect an egg

Guide:
Divide your class into teams and deliver a
game to build a sense of competition and
cooperation. Explain how innovative and
functional architecture and tall buildings
in cities have shaped the world. Taking
inspiration from the examples shown,
students should develop their ideas to
design the tallest self-standing structure
through table discussions and annotated
sketches. In the same teams, students are
given a time limit to construct their structure
from newspaper and masking tape. The
challenge being that their building must
house an egg near the top of their structure.

The winning team is the team’s structure
that is the tallest and when pushed over
by the teacher (this can be done in role or
ceremoniously) the egg remains whole and
does not crack. The teacher can nominate
students to measure each structure.
Students should critique and evaluate their
work and the work of others.

Extension:
Students should be asked to identify
similarities between the teams and provide
suggestions for improvements. Ask your
students: “how could your team’s design and
build be improved and what other features
could you add to make it stronger?“.

Resources:
•
•
•
•

Eggs (hardboiled to avoid mess!)
Newspaper
Masking tape
Measuring tape
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ACTIVITIES

Measuring Up

The Standard Pencil
The Standard Weight

Curriculum areas:
Design and
Science.

Technology,

Mathematics,

Aim of activity:
To understand why standard units of
measurement are required and how they are
invented.

Guide:
The instructor should encourage the class to
think about standard units of measurement
they use every day (e.g. the metre, gram,
degree, second) and what they measure.
They should then be asked to consider
how these basic units were invented. The
instructor can give some examples (e.g.
the metre was original defined as one tenmillionth of the distance from the Equator
to the North Pole). These definitions were
made to be able to communicate quantities
across the globe; by creating standard
amounts of things that could be explained
to others. In groups, the class is then
asked to think about what they would use
to create a standard unit of measurement.
For example, if a group decides to create a
unit of measurement based on the length or
weight of a HB pencil or the time it takes
to fall off a table, they will have to consider
how to ensure that others will be using an

identical pencil and table (i.e. they will have
to have the “standard pencil” and “standard
table “by which the “pencil unit” is defined).
Communicating the size of that pencil to
others would be difficult without resorting
to other units. That is why we need constant
values like the size of Earth, the speed of
light or the mass of atoms. Before such
precise constant values for comparison,
people would have used very different
“pencil units” as their unit of measurement.

Extension:
There are many units of measurements for
mass, time, length etc. Kirkaldy measured
his forces in pounds (lb), but today we more
commonly use the kilogram (kg). To explore
the idea of unit conversion, the class should
be provided this weighing scales, rulers,
stopwatches etc. so they can measure
their new units in terms of current standard
units. The class can then compile a
“conversion table” of all their new units with
their equivalent values in standard units.
Conversion tables are crucial for engineers
and physicists to be able to communicate
different quantities to one another.

Kit/resources:
•
•

Measuring apparatus (e.g. scales, rulers
(cm, inches, yards…), stopwatches, jugs)
A2 paper
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ACTIVITIES
Kirkaldy’s Rubber
Band Testing Works
Define the ‘standard’
elastic band

How can we test
an elastic band?

Curriculum area:
Design and
Science.

Technology,

Extension

Mathematics,

Aim of activity:

To understand the processes involved
in materials testing by creating a
comprehensive list of standard properties
for an elastic band.

Guide:

The instructor should give a presentation
on the different ways that David Kirkaldy’s
Universal Testing Machine could test
building materials (e.g. pulling, bending,
twisting, crushing, punching etc.). The
class are then asked in groups to design
a test for an elastic band. For example,
this could be measuring the maximum
weight an elastic band can support before
breaking, the maximum amount it can
extend before breaking, the number of
turns it can be twisted before breaking. The
students should draw their test and the
apparatus involved with annotations and
details on how they will record the results.
They should also consider safety (i.e. how
to ensure no one gets struck by an elastic
band). In the classroom, basic apparatus
can be provided so that the students
can build a basic version of their testing
machines. Once they have a working model,

Twisting

The
Effect
of knots

they can demonstrate how their test would
be conducted and how they would quantify
their results.

Extension:

At his Testing Works, Kirkaldy would
be sent a batch of test samples of the
building material to be used in a project.
He would test these samples and compare
their breaking forces and properties to his
standard. If a member of the sample failed
at a load lower than that of the standard
(or failed before the standard extension
or number of turns), it failed the test. If a
significant percentage of the sample failed,
the batch was rejected and the engineer
would have to find a new source for the
building material. As an experiment, the
class should define standard properties of
an elastic band that they think the sample
should pass in order to be acceptable. They
can then select a batch of elastic bands and
perform their test, keeping careful records
of the results and if they pass or fail. Do you
think your bands are fit for use?

Resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many elastic bands
Hooks (or wire)
Lab weights
Rulers
A2/A3 paper
Drawing materials
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ACTIVITIES

Body Machines

Curriculum area:
Drama

Aim of activity:
Create a moving machine to help save
the world.

Guide:
You will need the school hall or push back
the desks in your classroom. Place your
class in teams and ask them to make a
machine with their bodies. Pick a type
of machine e.g. a cleaning machine. In
their teams, one at a time each student
contributes a repetitive action with their
body and makes a repetitive sound to build
the machine. This can also be achieved as
a class machine. Experiment with speeding
up the machine and slowing it down. Add an
obstacle and eventually pull the plug! How
does this affect their movement? Ask them
to describe what it felt like.
Have a class discussion about the future
and what we might need to do in order to
save our planet. In the future, will we need to
live under water, or in space? How will we grow
food? How can we reduce the use of plastic
and or remove plastic from the ocean? Your
students will have their own ideas. Ask
your students in teams to decide which

machine they will make and perform and
what their machine will do and why. Why is
your machine needed? What is the challenge
you need to solve? How can your machine
change the world for the better? How does
your machine work? Invite them to show
their machines to the rest of the class and
to describe in role what it does and why.
In role tell them that you are a reporter
from a news channel and you need to ask
them some questions. Ask students as a
studio audience to feedback what worked
well and how it could be improved. What
challenges might the machine face? Explain
that machines might help to save the world,
but we will always need inventors like you
to come up with great ideas to design the
machines and to live in a better world.

Extension:
Ask students to think about the jobs they
would like to do in the future. What will you
be and what will you do? What qualities will
they need? Ask them to write a declaration
of intent and tell the class how their chosen
job will help save the world!

Resources:
•
•

Paper
Pens
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Creative
Enquiry
Process

The activities contained within this resource are to
function as both stand-alone activities and as useful
warm-up activities; they will pave the way to a bigger
creative enquiry, echoing the process we undertook as
part of the Innovators Imaginarium. Below is a step-bystep guide explaining how to lead a STEAM enquiry…

STEP ONE

Research Your Muse
Encourage your class to start to research
local inventors or innovators, or people
within the field who have made a significant
contribution IN the world of science,
engineering or technology. Make a shortlist
of the chosen muses and carry out a class
vote on who will be the one main inventor or
innovator who will inspire the enquiry.

STEP TWO

What Do You Want To Change?
Inventions are created to enhance our
world and often to make some kind of
advancement. As a group, decide upon one
thing you wish your invention to improve or
make life easier. This might be a social or
environmental challenge (such as the need
to recycle more) they wish to overcome.
Thinking about their chosen inventor/
innovator, how could their influence inspire
the kind of machine and how it operates?
For example…
Jean-François Pilâtre (inventor of the hot
air balloon) + disused urban spaces = The
floating seed scatter (airborne machine
which scatters seeds into disused spaces
to turn them into green utopias)

STEP
THREE

Design It
Using A3 paper
(or graph paper)
encourage your
class to start to
design their invention, getting them to think
about:
•
•
•
•

Scale
How does it move?
How is it powered?
What does it look like?

Encourage them to add descriptions to
their designs. You could also divide up the
above questions and get different groups to
respond to each of them but do remind them
that they are each working to one invention.

STEP FOUR
Prototype It

Using
art
materials (clay,
lolly sticks, pipe
cleaners etc.),
ask the group to
transform their 2D designs into a 3D model.
Once the prototype has been created, ask
the students to pitch their invention to
the rest of the class and see if there are
ways of combining ideas/features into one
invention.

STEP FIVE Make It
Create a production line in your classroom
and task the class with creating the different
components of their invention with larger
and more durable materials. Make it BIG
and make it BOLD.

STEP SIX
Exhibit It!

To celebrate the
newly created
invention, invite
the
school
and the wider
community to the grand unveiling as you
set up your very own Innovators Fayre. This
may include inventions created by other
classes who have undertaken the enquiry
process. The unveiling could take place in
your school hall or the playground. Use the
opportunity to allow students to explain and
demonstrate/animate their invention and
the inspiration behind it. You could create
an exhibition space where their work, plans
and designs are displayed showing the
journey of their creative process.
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